
Code Indigo is regarded as one of Europe’s premiere electronic rock music 
bands with a string of critically acclaimed and award winning CDs. ‘Take the 
Money and Run’ is the band’s farewell album, with co-founders David Wright 
and Robert Fox reunited for the! project. The album reflects the history of this 
enigmatic band with a clever choice of songs,! old and new, that also feature 
many of the band’s recent musicians; presented with a 16! page booklet
containing various line-up pics and notes on the project by David Wright.!

The CD contains two expertly crafted remixes from ‘TimeCode’: the pulsating 
‘Eden to Corruption’ and a stripped bare ‘Call of the Earth’. ‘Return to Gaia’ is 
a new version of a track previously only available on a limited edition European 
compilation. ‘Ashes and Snow’ is a brand new piece which was unable to be 
included on’ MELTdown’. ‘A Question of Answers’ sees Wright and Fox joined 
by vocalist Carys to revisit and re-record in the studio a beautiful piece 
previously only available on the Derby Cathedral CD. This piece, both artists 
agree, best sums up Code Indigo. The final 30 minute epic is a live track from 
2007 featuring 6 interlinked pieces from ‘For Whom the Bell’, ‘Uforia’, 
‘TimeCode’ and ‘Chill’.!

Track:  ‘Eden To Corruption’



























PHROZENLIGHT
                  EMOTIONS

Track:  ‘Possession Of An Light Particle Tickles My Left Big Toe’

Formed in 1995, Dutch musician 
Phrozenlight, aka Bert Hulshoff, creates 
electronic spacemusic and ambient s
oundscapes, often with a ‘Berlin-school’ 
influence. Many of his pieces are created as 
live improvisations on analogue 
equipment or computer software, with little 
studio editing afterward. Much of his 
extensive catalog of work is available for 
free download, with other albums 
available on CDR’s and from music download 
boutiques.

Phrozenlight has had several collaborations 
including Dutch Space Mission with Von 
Haulshoven (Netherlands), and the duo have 
played several concerts including 
E-Live.  

Background artwork by Bert who has an 
extensive show of his works on the
 Facebook page:  https://www.facebook.com/
bert.phrozenlight?fref=ts
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